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Vaccination refusal - This word currently seems to be the code word in all media, among politicians, 

virologists and all those who absolutely want everyone to get vaccinated. Some now do it with the lock 

number and give out a bratwurst in Thuringia, others want to give 75 euros, Prime Minister Hans is 

thinking of concert and restaurant vouchers or a weekend in a hotel (please click on the graphic on the 

left), and people like Kretschmann are threatening them to those who refused to vaccinate not to be 

allowed to go to the cinema, events or other areas in autumn when the numbers rise, and if at all, only 

with a test, which you should then pay for yourself. All these guys, I can't name them any other way, 

forget only one thing: Who brings the virus in as a returnee here to Germany? Who does the 

Remmidemmi at demos and parties and, with the tolerance of the police, does not keep distances and 

mask requirements, keyword maverick demos and Christopher Street Day, football events and what 

else could I call? And in student circles, the will to vaccinate should not be particularly pronounced. 

Why not? Because maybe there is no special student loan as a reward? And I can't say it often enough, 

even Kretschmann and Co. should finally listen and understand if they are able to: The vaccination 

neither makes you immune to the disease, nor does it protect you from new infections, including the 

claim Vaccinated people would only get weak effects, has been refuted. Yes, the serious infections are 

less common, but not excluded. And the vaccinations don't help permanently either, what do I say, 

permanently? Lower Saxony wants to start a third vaccination, which they call refreshment, in autumn. 

I wonder why ? Because something is lazy here, the first vaccinations for which these guys turn us 

unvaccinated on have not even lasted a year. So everyone has a 3-fold chance of side effects, 

wonderful, super healthy. Look forward to it. While other federal states are said to be so surprised and 

consider this to be too early, Biontech is already trying to get approval for a third vaccination. It should 

do so well, the antibodies would then increase 11-fold. As a non-medical practitioner and layperson, I 

recommend 6 vaccinations, after the 6th vaccination the antibodies could increase 1000 times. And a 

lot helps a lot, doesn't it? And because those who refuse to vaccinate are still left with vaccine, there 

is talk of tens of thousands of doses, these are either given away to third countries by the federal 

government or used in job centers. Because they are still durable. But not all. Over 10,000 cans have 

to be destroyed. So in Bavaria, Schleswig Holstein and Saarland. 

Because everything is so positive, on tomorrow, August 2nd, Bremen will begin with further relaxations 

of a special kind: Contact restrictions will be lifted, finally any number of people can meet again 

anywhere else. And so that this also makes sense, the distance rules are lifted at the same time. Finally 

being able to get in touch again, that will be possible in Bremen from Monday. 

Quite different in Göttingen. The incidence value is rising again, but the restrictions still remain as they 

are, but there is now a large vaccination campaign. In the next 2 weeks, a certain number of vaccines 

will be vaccinated at various locations in Göttingen without prior notification, the motto is simply come 

by. However, when the number is around 200, the number of people is limited. 

And why is there actually too little willingness to vaccinate among asylum seekers, migrants and 

immigrants? Integration officer Bund Widmann Mauz now knows, after 18 months of pandemic: Some 

of them don't understand us at all. No. Who would have thought that. I always thought that the first 

thing to do was get the language courses. She wants information buses, loudspeaker trucks, corona 

guides and mobile vaccination stations. Because 25% of the population with a migration history now 

live here. That's right, she's right, some have been living for more than 10 years and still can't speak 

German. Where and with whom are there deficits, Mrs. Widmann Mauz?And so that the know-it-alls 

in all circles come down to earth again, here are the statistics of the EMA in terms of side effects. 

Because of a few individual cases. Everything lied. But of course very few citizens are aware of it, it is 

not used on German TV, in talk shows or in political speeches. So the whole false positive vaccination 

mood is lost. 



As of 7/24/2021 Reported cases by health professionals and non-medical professionals. Of course, this 

does not take into account all the cases that were not reported because people simply stayed at home 

and recovered. I now know 3 employees in my company, all under 40 years of age, who sometimes 

had severe side effects for up to 4 days, including chills, high fever, pain in their limbs and blockade of 

the arm lifting, because of rare. An overview of the cases (source EMA) on the right in the graphic. 

The low values at Moderna and Johnson & Johnson are due to the lower level of contamination. If you 

want to get an overview of the side effects of products and substances yourself, simply search for the 

"European database of reported suspected drug side effects". There you can select both products and 

substances from products or vaccines. Really worth seeing. There you can also read very well how little 

in comparison z. B. the side effects of the flu vaccines, which have also been vaccinated millions of 

times. Because of the usual side effect rates as with other vaccines. All fools, and the uninformed 

citizens believe it. One has to counter these proclaimers of false truths with facts like these. 

And then I'd like to clean up a second wave of disinformation. Lauterbach, Streeck and others always 

like to talk about hand-picked studies, especially in talk shows that are supposed to prove one thing or 

the other and are then always presented to the citizens as the ultimate wisdom. And why does it work? 

Because many citizens do not inform themselves, as with the side effects. Although nowadays all 

means with the Internet are open to get serious information. Some people find Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram or Telegram and whatever else there is to be serious. Because there is so much credible 

news, videos, newspaper clippings, talk and what I don't know exist there. Some are really true, but 

how is the citizen supposed to distinguish false information from real facts? Those who are not 

informed cannot do that. You can see that in some of the comments on posts. OK. Just forget about 

the studies that the group mentioned repeatedly brings into play as evidence for something. There are 

not only about 10 studies that I have heard at most, but as of 07/30/2021 there are a whopping 1803 

studies about the corona infection. Don't you think so? But that's the way it is, and all of them can 

even be called up and retrieved via a certain website, with precise information about the test persons, 

where and who did it when, etc. Sure, some are small and not meaningful, but some cannot be heard 

at all the citizen for various reasons. Speaking of which we were just talking about studies. There is 

another new one; which now says that you can also be infected outdoors. Because the India variant 

has up to 5 times as high contagion values as the standard variant, contagion can happen after 1 minute 

of standing closer together, or only after 1 hour - or not at all. The reason given was the July music 

festival in Utrecht, where around 1,000 of the 20,000 participants were infected. The RKI holds against 

it: If the distance is maintained, the likelihood of infection is very low. Yes, who is right now? 

In the meantime, organizers of major events are also speaking up, which fits just so well when the 

mood against vaccinators is the order of the day. Due to the fact that the strict Corona rules cannot be 

financed, they only want those who have been vaccinated and recovered to take part in these events. 

Tests should not then apply either. You want to be able to do the same in restaurants. Show proof of 

vaccination or get out, should be the motto. From the end of September, when only a small part will 

be unvaccinated, said the executive president of the Federal Association of Concert and Event 

Management Michow. He then sees full ranks again because the distance rules do not have to be 

adhered to. The limited number of visitors is no longer economical and inevitably leads to many 

entertainment companies sooner or later. 

In any case, one thing will happen: From today, Sunday, travelers returning will be required to undergo 

a test when crossing the border, but no sooner have a decision been made than there are complaints 

again. This time from the border guards. Not enough staff, not feasible, they say. And vaccinated 

people are waved through. Why actually? Justification at the beginning of the report. And again the 

same question: What is recognized as a sufficient vaccination, i.e. how far ago must the last vaccination 

be, which vaccines are recognized, etc., etc. As always, unclear and vague. 



While the Olympics are going on as usual, the corona cases are secretly rising dramatically in the 

background in Tokyo. While the number of infections was just over 3,000 on July 26th, it is now over 

4,000, and it continues to rise. In the meantime, the Corona emergency has been imposed, which will 

initially apply until August 22nd. Strict quarantine rules apply, e.g. For example, travelers from 

Germany have to be quarantined for 14 days after a negative test carried out on site. Because of the 

corona values, Guinea had not sent any athletes to Tokyo from the start, as did North Korea. Around 

241 people involved in the Olympics are now infected, and accreditation has been withdrawn because 

the person went on a tourist excursion without authorization. 

During these times, Mr Linnemann, Chairman of the CDU / CSU's SME and Economic Union, speaks up 

and has clear messages to announce. Let me put it in my own words: The state has spent way too much 

money on social policy, that must now be curbed. He cannot identify social cuts and rampant poverty 

based on the extremely increased social spending, which has risen faster than economic power. The 

money reaches the wrong people many times over. Enough of his contribution. I'm about to feel 

nauseous. I'll explain his words: I can't see pervasive poverty in HIM and the economy either, he's right. 

After all, in times of pandemics he fought vehemently to ensure that businesses and restaurants were 

given ample and lavish support, and that in excess. In addition, loss offsetting with profits from 

previous years and more. That was his work, he shouldn't act so innocently. He played a key role in 

ensuring that, as he says, the wrong people got the rain of money. And why have social spending 

increased so massively? I didn't even know that he has only limited insight into politics. Keyword 

refugees. Carted 5 million here, they cost money. Social benefits for fictitious children abroad, health 

insurance abroad. Hartz IV recipients, short-time and part-time work, mini-jobs and top-ups, all politics 

that he supported. 

But now I come to today's conclusion and conclusion, and it is particularly interesting. Because the 

stupid incidence is rising again, one now wants to invent a new arithmetic value that permanently 

depresses the drama of the development. It has been done several times in the past. We remember 

the important R value, which rose too high, now it's the turn of the incidence value. And Lower Saxony 

wants to do it even better. The phased plan is to be changed. Means an incidence of 50 is then only an 

incidence of 25 or so. So always adjust it so that it fits. And a professor in Tübingen says that even with 

an incidence of 1000, a lockdown is no longer necessary if enough vaccinations have been made. Then 

I think of a study, yes, a study that researchers did. But I suspected this study result beforehand. I want 

to emphasize. They found out that some corona patients who have recovered have long-term 

consequences. One of them is called brain fog and has cognitive limitations, to put it clearly: the 

intelligence quotient should decrease. I can only confirm. I have noticed for a long time not only in 

some people on talk shows, but also in public life. 

 


